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TEASER

FADE IN:

INT. BELL HOUSEHOLD - CHESS' BEDROOM - EVENING

The bedroom is as tidy as can possibly be - except for the
mess of nail polish that surrounds CHESS on the bed. She
paints her toenails as she talks into her laptop camera.

CHESS
And you're sure it wasn't loved?
As in, past tense?

DREW is on the other end of the video call. He looks more
than a little distressed.

DREW
No, it was definitely present tense.
"I fucking love you."

Chess doesn't even look up from her painted toenails.

CHESS
Wow, that's quite serious.

DREW
So what do I do?!

(irritated)
It's your fault I'm in this mess
in the first place!

Chess looks up at the camera and flashes him a "bitch
please" face before going back to painting her nails.

CHESS
Do you love him?

DREW
No!

(beat)
I'm kind of with Isaac, anyway!

CHESS
Only kind of?

Drew pauses. Lets out an overdramatic SIGH.

DREW
Why is this so complicated? This
is the opposite of what I wanted!

CHESS
Yeah, yeah. You love the drama!

DREW
This isn't helping!
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CHESS
Well what did you do after his
confession?

DREW
He kind of... ran away. I just
shut the door and came to call
you.

CHESS
And he was drunk?

DREW
Or high, take your pick.

CHESS
Knowing him, probably both.

She sighs and puts the nail polish down.

CHESS (CONT'D)
Well, you're kinda screwed.

DREW
Don't say that!

CHESS
Well you are! You're sleeping with
Isaac, you've got Brandon stalking
you and Kian... well, he's there.
Are you guys talking?

DREW
Kian is the least of my troubles
right now!

Chess' phone BUZZES. She immediately snatches it up and
looks over the message.

CHESS
Oh. My. God.

DREW
(exasperated)

What now?

CHESS
Eddie's party is tomorrow night!

She looks up at the camera, excitement written all over
her face. Drew just stares back in confusion.

DREW
Is that supposed to mean something
to me?
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CHESS
Ugh, sometimes I forget you're new
here. Edith Jones is like the most
popular girl in school - for no
good reason, I must add! - and she
always throws this crazy party
once a year. Everything goes down,
all the drama comes out, it's
amazing!

DREW
Really, more drama? I don't think
that's what I need.

Chess pauses, her excitement sinking into a dark expression.

CHESS
(deadly serious)

Bitch, you is goin'.

DREW
(pauses)

I don't really have a choice do I?

Her stern look proves his point.

DREW (CONT'D)
What about you? Aren't you grounded
for like, the next two weeks?

CHESS
Don't worry about it. Even if I
have to kill my Dad to get out of
here, I will be going to that party.

Drew doesn't know what to say. Chess looks determined and
serious - but would she really kill her dad?

DREW
Yay?

As he GULPS:

BLACK OUT.

END OF TEASER
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ACT ONE

FADE IN:

INT. SCHOOL - MR BELL'S CLASSROOM - MORNING

MR BELL is sat at his desk, marking papers like the good
teacher he is. The class is currently in session, working
away quietly.

Drew rises from his seat and makes his way down the room.

DREW (V.O.)
I like to think that my friendship
with my teacher's daughter means I
get some benefits, such as
interrupting a study lesson to get
some advice.

He pulls a seat up at the teacher's desk. Mr Bell just
stares at him.

MR BELL
You do realize I should technically
tell you off for getting up like
that?

DREW
(shrugs)

I need some adult-y advice.

MR BELL
(blinks)

That's not actually a word but go
on. What's the issue?

DREW (V.O.)
Turns out I'm entirely right, I do
get benefits!

(aloud)
I have guy troubles.

MR BELL
Brandon?

DREW
Ye--

He pauses. Realizes.

DREW (CONT'D)
How did you know?

MR BELL
I overheard Chess talking to you
last night.

(guilty)
Trust me, it was an accident.

(MORE)
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MR BELL (CONT'D)
I was just checking to make sure
she was still in her room.

SHANNON raises her hand.

MR BELL (CONT'D)
Not right now, Shannon.

She puts her hand down again and looks away, visibly upset.

DREW
(quieter)

How much did you hear?

MR BELL
(sighs)

He confessed he loved you and you
don't know what to say.

Both men look rather awkward.

DREW
So? What do I say?

MR BELL
I'm afraid I'm going to be about
as helpful as my daughter was - I
can't tell you what to say.

DREW
Why not? I could really use some
guidance right now and isn't that
your job?

MR BELL
(chuckles)

It is, but technically I'm supposed
to only guide you in school matters.
At the risk of sounding too poetic,
this is a matter of the heart and
as such --

Shannon's hand goes up again.

MR BELL (CONT'D)
Later, Shannon.

(to Drew)
This is your decision and yours
alone. We can't tell you what to
feel, you have to work that out
for yourself.

Drew lets out a small sigh. Glances out the window.

MR BELL (CONT'D)
Just tell Brandon the truth, I'm
sure he'll understand.

(MORE)
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MR BELL (CONT'D)
Underneath all that tough exterior,
he's a good kid, really.

DREW
That's what I'm afraid of. I don't
want to hurt him.

MR BELL
If you drag it out any longer,
you're only going to hurt him more.

Drew nods and quickly moves back to his seat.

DREW (V.O.)
Not gonna lie, I was hoping he'd
be a bit more useful than that but
oh well. He's an adult, I should
have learned by now that they're
never as useful as you expect them
to be.

Shannon's hand goes up for a third time. Mr Bell's eyes
dart over.

MR BELL
(snaps)

What, Shannon?

He pauses. Realizes everybody is staring at him. Clears
his throat.

MR BELL (CONT'D)
I mean, how can I help you?

Shannon has never looked so terrified.

EXT. SCHOOL - JUNKIES PARADISE - DAY

BRANDON is sat alone at Junkies Paradise, smoking a BLUNT.
He has his back turned to the door so he doesn't see Drew
approaching from behind.

DREW (V.O.)
So here we go, the moment of
truth...

(aloud)
Brandon...

Brandon glances up and over at him.

BRANDON
Oh hey, dude!

DREW
About last night...
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BRANDON
(quick)

Man, I was so drunk last night,
you wouldn't believe. I don't even
remember a thing!

The comment causes Drew to pause.

DREW (V.O.)
Bullshit.

He frowns. Shrugs.

DREW (CONT'D)
Last night you told me you "fucking
loved me."

Brandon's face goes sheet white. Drew doesn't look too
happy either.

BRANDON
(weak)

I was drunk.

DREW
It doesn't matter if you remember
it or not, I just...

(sighs)
I just wanted to say that I only
see you as a friend. Sorry.

An awkward silence hangs in the air. Brandon avoids looking
at Drew.

DREW (CONT'D)
I wish I could feel that way about
you, I really do but--

(beat)
I'm kind of involved with somebody
right now.

There's a pause, before:

BRANDON
Is it Isaac?

He looks up, straight into Drew's eyes.

DREW
Yeah, it is.

BRANDON
Huh. Figures.

He takes a long drag of his blunt. Drew watches him sadly.
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DREW
Look, I know you and him aren't
exactly close but... If you can't
be friends, just avoid him.

(hopeful)
Please?

BRANDON
I wouldn't --

DREW
Just promise me.

BRANDON
I won't do anything, I promise.

Drew holds his gaze for a moment before nodding and smiling.

DREW
I appreciate it.

BRANDON
That all?

Drew nods and takes it as his cue to leave. Brandon watches
him leave, his expression darkening.

DREW (V.O.)
That went about as well as it ever
could. Guess I should be thankful
about that.

Brandon closes his eyes and takes in another long drag.

EXT. BELL HOUSEHOLD - AFTERNOON

KIAN is walking past the Bell household, passing a football
between his hands when a the sound of a WHISTLE distracts
him. He stops, glances around - and spies Chess standing
at her bedroom window!

KIAN
(surprised)

Bell! What are... are you grounded?

CHESS
Only a lot and that means I need
your help!

She beckons him closer. He does as instructed, walking up
the house so he's stood underneath her window.

KIAN
What do you need my help for?

CHESS
Climb up and I'll tell you!
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KIAN
(grins)

Rapunzel, let down your hair!

Chess can't help but giggle at the joke.

CHESS
Just use the pole, moron. God knows
you'll end up dancing on one in
the future.

She steps away from the window. Kian shakes his head and
grabs the drainpipe, preparing his climb.

INT. BELL HOUSEHOLD - CHESS' BEDROOM - MOMENTS LATER

Kian clambers through the window, offered no help by Chess
who just sits on her bed and waits for him.

KIAN
That is much harder than it looks!

CHESS
Did Drew feed you that line?

KIAN
(confused)

What?

CHESS
(quick)

Never mind. You know about Eddie's
party tonight?

She pats the end of her bed. He sits down as instructed.

KIAN
Yeah, of course. You going?

CHESS
I'm grounded, what do you think?

KIAN
(chuckles)

Oh yeah. That sucks, it's always a
lot of fun.

CHESS
I know, and that's why you're going
to help me break out of here and
into the party.

Kian just blinks.

KIAN
Um... okay?

Chess' lips widen into a big grin. Kian mirrors it as best
as he can.
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EXT. CUNNINGHAM HOUSEHOLD - BACK YARD - AFTERNOON

VIVIENNE is sat on an outdoors lounge chair, reading a
gossip magazine. Her shades her own and she looks like
some sort of Housewife from the Orange County.

The back door opens and Viv glances over to see her husband
CHRIS looking out. He spots her and frowns to himself.

VIV
What is it now?

CHRIS
Where's Drew?

VIV
Not here.

CHRIS
That doesn't help. Did he say when
he was going to be back?

Viv HUFFS loudly and puts the magazine down.

VIV
He's sixteen years old, we don't
need to monitor him at all times.

CHRIS
Considering his behavior and
attitude recently, I think it's
time we did!

VIV
(laughs)

His "attitude and behavior"? Drew's
popular, we haven't been told to
worry about his grades and he hasn't
had a black eye since we moved, I
think he's doing pretty well!

CHRIS
Of course you would, you only care
about him being popular!

Viv pushes herself to her feet, rounding on Chris. To his
credit, he doesn't back down at all.

VIV
So now you care? Can I remind you
that I was the one who was there
for him back when--

CHRIS
Don't use that excuse, Viv. You're
the reason we had to move in the
first place.
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VIV
And it's done wonders for him!

Chris opens his mouth to respond but falls short. He shakes
his head.

CHRIS
I'm heading out.

Without another word, he walks away. Viv just lets him
leave, silently fuming.

EXT. SCHOOL - PARKING LOT - AFTERNOON

Drew is smoothing down his ruffled shirt. ISAAC follows
close behind, brushing his messy hair out of his eyes.

DREW
I feel dirty. Mr Bell uses that
desk every day.

He shivers. Isaac glances over at him and chuckles.

ISAAC
Yeah but it was hot, right?

DREW
(grins)

Definitely.

Isaac reaches out, grabbing Drew by the side and pulling
him into a quick KISS.

They step out to cross to Isaac's car -

When a TRUCK zooms past, almost running them down!

DREW (CONT'D)
Isaac!

Isaac yells as he FALLS back onto the ground, terrified.
Drew supports himself against a nearby car, his chest rising
and falling rapidly.

The truck screeches to a STOP. The driver's door opens.

DREW (CONT'D)
(yells)

What the hell are you --

The driver steps out: it's Brandon.

DREW (V.O.) (CONT'D)
You're fucking kidding me.

BRANDON
It was an accident, I swear! I'm
so sorry!
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Drew looks from Brandon to the terrified Isaac, his
expression souring with every passing second.

DREW (V.O.)
Like hell it was.

Brandon reaches to help Isaac up but he shuffles away.
Drew just glares at Brandon and shakes his head.

BLACK OUT.

END OF ACT ONE
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ACT TWO

FADE IN:

INT. RUTHERFORD HOUSEHOLD - ISAAC'S ROOM - AFTERNOON

Isaac's room is a work of modern art. Almost everything
looks like it costs several hundred dollars - including
Isaac himself, who lays on the bed with Drew in his arms.

They're shirtless and sweaty - wonder what they've been
doing?

DREW (V.O.)
My mom always taught me that if
something's stressing you out, do
anything not to think about it. I
was hoping that this would be one
of those occasions but -

ISAAC
Why does he hate me so much?

Drew looks up at Isaac's pensive expression.

ISAAC (CONT'D)
Brandon, what's he got against me?

His hand starts to STROKE Drew's side.

DREW
(sighs)

It's not your fault, it's me. He--
he likes me.

ISAAC
He likes you?

DREW
Yeah, and he's under the impression
that we're dating so...

He pulls away from Isaac and sits up. Isaac watches him,
his lips curving into a frown.

ISAAC
And we're not?

DREW
(hesitant)

I don't know what we are. All I
know is that Brandon's jealous and
he's taking it out on you.

ISAAC
(grim)

Be glad he's not taking it out on
you.
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Drew manages a small smile before he shakes his head.

DREW
I wish he wasn't taking it out on
anybody, to be honest.

He reaches down to pick his shirt off of the floor.

DREW (CONT'D)
Maybe we...

Isaac reaches over, starting to MASSAGE Drew's shoulders.

ISAAC
Maybe what?

DREW
I just don't want you getting hurt
because of me.

ISAAC
(laughs)

Are you trying to break up with
me?

The silence says enough.

ISAAC (CONT'D)
Oh.

He pulls his hands back. Drew quickly pulls his shirt on.

DREW
I just think maybe we should cool
things off until Brandon gets over
his crush.

ISAAC
I... I guess. Yeah, that's cool
with me.

Drew looks over to meet his eyes. Isaac smiles - it's fake,
but it's for Drew's benefit.

DREW
Look, Brandon's not... he doesn't
want people so to know so if--

ISAAC
If I could keep a secret for the
guy who almost ran me over?

DREW
(winces)

I know it's not ideal but...

Isaac lets out a dramatic SIGH and nods. Drew smiles warmly
and leans in to KISS him.
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INT. BELL HOUSEHOLD - CHESS' BEDROOM - AFTERNOON

Chess and Kian are both sat on her bed, the laptop between
them. Kian looks deep in thought.

CHESS
Don't hurt yourself there,
Jockstrap.

Kian can't help but LAUGH at the joke.

KIAN
What about a dummy? Just decorate
it to look like you, it works all
the time in the movies.

CHESS
This isn't Cruel Intentions, that
isn't gonna cut it. My dad has
more brain cells than that.

A KNOCK on the door startles them both!

MR BELL (O.S.)
Chess?

Chess PUSHES Kian and he deftly rolls off the bed and then
shuffles straight underneath it.

CHESS
Uh, yeah?

The door opens and Mr Bell pokes his head in.

MR BELL
Did I hear a guy in here?

Chess panics for a moment before she points at the laptop.

CHESS
I was video calling Drew.

MR BELL
Right... how's he doing with the
whole Brandon thing?

CHESS
Oh, he...

(wide smile)
He's doing fine.

Mr Bell just nods, clearly not entirely convinced.

MR BELL
Okay then. You enjoy your... video
calling.
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He quickly leaves and closes the door behind him. Chess
lets out a sigh of relief as Kian climbs out from underneath
the bed.

KIAN
What Brandon thing?

CHESS
Forget about that, I need to get
out of here!

KIAN
(sighs)

We've been trying to think of ideas
for an hour now, maybe Drew has
some better ones?

Chess considers it for a moment. As she starts to smile,
CUT TO:

INT. CUNNINGHAM HOUSEHOLD - KITCHEN - AFTERNOON

Drew walks into the kitchen to find his mother cooking at
the stove.

DREW
You're cooking? Holy cow, what
happened?

VIV
Don't get too excited, it's only
an omelet!

DREW
Where's Mr Grumpy?

Viv pauses. Avoids Drew's eye.

VIV
He went out for a drink.

Drew catches the hesitation in her voice and raises his
eyebrows.

DREW
In the middle of the day? Yikes.
What was it now?

VIV
Let's talk about you - how's all
this boy trouble?

Viv moves the omelet from the pan onto a plate and slides
it over to Drew.

DREW
Well I kind of broke up with the
guy I was sleeping with because

(MORE)
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DREW (CONT'D)
the druggie one is in love with me
and he's also a bit psychotic and
tried to run us over earlier.

He pushes the plate of omelet right back at her.

VIV
Oh. And the football player?

She takes the plate of omelet and puts it on the side.

DREW
God knows what he's doing.

(sighs)
Plus Chess wants me to go to this
party tonight. It's apparently the
biggest party of the year, all
this drama happens and --

That gets Viv's attention.

VIV
You're going, right?

DREW
Well I wasn't planning to. I mean,
I get enough drama without even
trying so...

Viv rests her hands on Drew's shoulders.

VIV
Honey, these are the moments where
you'll look back and say "I wish
I'd gone to that party!" or "I
wish I'd slept with that guy!"

(beat)
Trust me, you should go to that
party.

DREW (V.O.)
It's not often my mom gets
philosophical like that, so I guess
that's my mind made up for me.

Drew lets out a sigh and shrugs his shoulders.

DREW (CONT'D)
I guess it wouldn't hurt to go for
at least an hour.

Viv beams at him - just as his phone starts to RING! He
checks the caller ID.

DREW (CONT'D)
It's Chess, I should take this.
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VIV
I'll go pick out something for you
to wear!

Viv runs from the room, clapping her hands together. Drew
just shakes his head and answers the call.

INT. BELL HOUSEHOLD - LOUNGE - AFTERNOON

Mr Bell is sat in the armchair, reading a rather large
book. Chess pokes her head in through the door.

CHESS
You are such a nerd!

MR BELL
If we were in school, I'd be giving
you a detention right now.

CHESS
That's such an empty threat!

He glances up at her, shrugs and smiles - she's right, he
could never do it. Chess walks into the lounge and lays
across the sofa.

CHESS (CONT'D)
You know how you and Drew have
this... special bond?

MR BELL
I'm a little concerned by that
phrasing but yes, go on.

CHESS
He's having some issues with his
Dad and well, he was wondering if
you could help him out.

Mr Bell frowns and puts his books down.

MR BELL
Issues?

CHESS
They just-- they aren't connecting.
His dad works late all the time
and then he's too hard on Drew
whenever he is around.

MR BELL
(concerned)

Drew's never mentioned this to me.

Chess pauses for a moment. Smiles weakly.
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CHESS
Okay I lied, I'm asking you to
help him out. It's really getting
him down and I just wanna try and
fix things between them. God knows
I've messed up Drew's life enough.

Mr Bell scans the guilty expression on his daughter's face
for a moment. He sighs.

MR BELL
I'm presuming you've got his
address?

CHESS
Actually, I know where he is right
now.

Mr Bell simply raises an eyebrow. Chess smiles innocently
at him.

INT. BAR - EVENING

Chris is sat at the bar, a half-drunk bottle of beer in
front of him. Judging from his expression and glassy eyes,
he's already had a few.

Mr Bell sits down on the stool next to him. He looks more
than a little out of place.

MR BELL
Excuse me, are you Christopher
Cunningham?

CHRIS
(gruff)

Yeah, that's me.

MR BELL
I teach Drew, your son. Sorry, my
name's Jonathan Bell. My daughter,
Chess, mentioned that you and your
son were having some issues, I was
wondering if I could help...

As Chris stares at him in surprise, CUT TO:

EXT. BELL HOUSEHOLD - EVENING

A flashy sports car pulls up outside the Bell house with
Kian at the wheel. He's dressed in a tight shirt that
highlights all of his muscles in the best way.

The door opens and Chess steps out in a pale pink dress,
hair done up and everything. She LOCKS the door and gives
Kian a little twirl.

KIAN
Perfect as always, Bell!
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CHESS
(grins)

You don't scrub up too badly either.

She skips down the path to his car.

CHESS (CONT'D)
We have approximately an hour and
a half. My dad knows how to talk.

KIAN
I'm guessing Drew helped then?

CHESS
Oh yeah. We were lucky on this
one. Now drive, I want to have a
good time!

She and Kian share a smile before Kian puts his foot down
on the pedal and they speed off!

EXT. JONES HOUSEHOLD - BACK YARD - EVENING

Never has a back yard been so luxuriously decorated. Lights
hand from trees, a large BUFFET and DRINKS table has been
set up down one side and music blasts from huge SPEAKERS!

Drew makes his way out of the crowd, his shirt barely
buttoned up and trousers so tight they don't really hide
anything. Basically he looks like a slut.

DREW (V.O.)
Typical, I arrive on time and Chess
decides to be fashionably late. I
could kill that girl.

Kian and Chess make their way into the party, her arm in
his. She spies Drew immediately and waves him over.

DREW (CONT'D)
You took your time!

CHESS
We took the scenic route. Now I'm
going to go find myself some gossip,
you two have a good time!

Taking her arm out of Kian's, she pushes the jock towards
Drew and flashes them both a smile.

CHESS (CONT'D)
Don't do anything too obscene
without me here to watch!

She skips away happily, joining the crowd of people dancing.
Drew watches her leave with wide eyes.

KIAN
So uh, you wanna dance?
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Drew looks at Kian and glances around. No sign of Isaac
nor Brandon.

DREW
Why not.

Kian smiles and leads Drew into the crowd. Drew's smile is
less convincing.

DREW (V.O.) (CONT'D)
This can only go horribly wrong!

Kian starts to dance next to Drew, not being too mindful
of personal space. Drew smiles weakly and tries to look
like he's enjoying himself. He's mildly successful.

Chess is glued to her phone, refreshing the SVH Exposed
blog. She bumps into somebody and glances up - just as
ALICE and Brandon walk into the yard!

Alice looks as cool and confident as ever. Brandon's all
dressed up to party but his expression and body language
says the exact opposite.

ALICE
Try not to get too drunk for once,
will you?

BRANDON
(gruff)

I can't make any promises.

Alice starts to head into the party - when she comes face
to face with Chess. They look like they're fighting to see
who can appear unhappiest.

ALICE
Well if it isn't Francesca! I heard
you were grounded! I'd hate for
your Dad to hear about this...

CHESS
Funny, I heard your vagina's full
of cobwebs because your boyfriend's
too gay to put out.

(mock gasps)
Oops, was that bitchy?

With a small smirk, Chess darts away. Alice angrily rounds
on Brandon but he's long gone. She lets out a growl of
frustration.

CHESS (CONT'D)
(whispers)

I should tell Drew the bitch is
here...

Chess' phone BEEPS (as do several others across the party)
and sure enough, it's a SVH Exposed update:
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CHESS (CONT'D)
(reads)

Bear is jerking off the Howell
twins right now in the master
bedroom!

She's totally forgotten about telling Drew anything now.
Her eyes bulge in surprise at the blog post, as we CUT TO:

INT. JONES HOUSEHOLD - MASTER BEDROOM - EVENING

BEAR is totally naked on the bed with the equally naked
twins, JENSEN and JARED, straddling a leg each. What they're
doing really doesn't need expanding on.

Bear leans in to nip at Jensen's lower lip as Jared attacks
Bear's neck, their bodies all moving in one fluid motion.

The blog post was beyond correct.

EXT. JONES HOUSEHOLD - BACK YARD - MOMENTS LATER

Back on Chess with her phone. She can't hold back a laugh
and she's not the only one. Even Alice is glued to her
phone.

Kian and Drew continue to dance, the jock slowly inching
closer - as Drew inches back. They're totally unaware of
what's going on around them.

Chess phone BEEPS again:

CHESS
(reads)

Shannon Littlewell, just what is
in that flask you're carrying
around?

All eyes are suddenly on Shannon, holding a red drinks cup
in one hand and a FLASK in the other. She quickly tucks
the flask into her pocket and shuffles away.

CHESS (CONT'D)
(reads)

Preston Wyndham making a dirty
deal behind the fountain - are
those performance enhancers?

PRESTON looks up to see everybody staring at him. The BOY
stood next to him, some kind of pills in his hand, RUNS
away as fast as possible.

PRESTON
(to the crowd)

What the hell are you looking at?!

Chess SNAPS a PICTURE of his embarrassment. He catches her
eye and she WINKS before skipping away.
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ISAAC (O.S.)
(reads)

Isaac Rutherford has a huge lovebite
on his neck - who gave it to him?

Isaac stands by the entrance reading the blog post on his
phone. He smirks and shrugs it off.

He advances through the party to find Drew awkwardly dancing
with Kian. Drew spots him immediately and straightens up.

DREW
Hey, you made it!

He moves over to stand near Isaac, immediately more
comfortable. Kian frowns and looks from Drew to Isaac.

KIAN
You weren't planning to come?

ISAAC
(shrugs)

Well Brandon tried to hit me with
his car earlier so I thought it
might be safer if I stayed away.

Drew SLAPS Isaac on the arm and glares at him. Isaac shrugs
it off. Kian's expression only darkens.

KIAN
He tried to run you over?

DREW
We're both fine though.

Kian turns to look at Drew, color draining from his face.

KIAN
He tried to hit you too?!

DREW
(warning)

Kian...

Kian immediately marches away. Drew moves to go after him
but stops.

DREW (V.O.) (CONT'D)
Nope, can't be bothered to deal
with that shit today.

He turns back to Isaac and smiles flirtatiously at him.

DREW (CONT'D)
You know, there's a lot of people
here. Brandon might not even see
us...
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Isaac GRABS Drew by the hips and PULLS him close so their
bodies are pressed together.

ISAAC
(purrs)

I like the sound of that.

They start to dance together, much more comfortably than
Drew was with Kian.

Brandon stands by the buffet table, grabbing himself a
drink - when a FIST collides with the side of his face!

He stumbles back and hits the floor as Kian looms over
him, hands curled into fists.

BRANDON
What the --

He doesn't even get to finish his sentence before Kian
PUNCHES him again!

Everybody stops to watch them and at that exact moment,
all of the phones start to BEEP again!

Suddenly aware of everybody watching him, Kian backs away.
Brandon pushes himself and goes to swing for him - only
for Drew to step in the way, Isaac right behind him!

DREW
Both of you, stop it! What the
hell is wrong with you guys?!

The color drains from Chess' face as she reads the latest
blog post on her phone.

CHESS
Drew...

He turns to see that everybody is now staring at him.

DREW (V.O.)
Somehow I don't think this is about
me breaking up a fight.

(aloud)
What is it now?

Alice bursts out of the crowd, her face twisted with rage.

ALICE
I knew it! I fucking knew it!

Her rage isn't directed at Drew though, it's directed at
Brandon! She points angrily between the two.

ALICE (CONT'D)
You kissed him! You're just as gay
as he is!
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BRANDON
Wh- what?

Alice throws her phone at him. He's barely able to catch
it but when he does, he immediately sees the picture:

It's him and Drew kissing! (From 1x01)

Isaac looks up from his own phone, his expression darkening
as he looks from Brandon to Drew.

ISAAC
Wait, you never said you'd kissed
him!

DREW
Isaac, I swear, I --

ISAAC
What else did you lie about?

BEEP! Everybody's attached to their phones again. Drew
looks down at his own phone at a second picture:

It's him and Kian kissing! (Also from 1x01)

DREW (V.O.)
Oh holy fuck, no!

ISAAC
Wait, you've kissed both of them?!

Drew looks between all three boys like a deer trapped in
the headlights.

ALICE
(to Brandon)

I can't believe you were using me!

KIAN
(to Drew)

I can't believe you kissed my
sister's boyfriend!

DREW
Look, I --

ISAAC
Save it, we don't want to hear
your excuses.

Isaac's never looked so angry before. The expression is
matched on Kian's face. Chess shuffles forward and takes
Drew's hand.

Brandon looks from Drew to Alice. He's sheet white now.

ALICE
You're gay, I knew it!
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It's the final straw. He turns and RUNS. At the same time,
Chess pulls Drew away in the opposite direction. The entire
party is divided, watching them leave.

As Brandon disappears around the corner, the first TEAR
falls onto Alice's cheek. Kian puts a hand on her shoulder
and she sharply pulls away.

ALICE (CONT'D)
Don't.

(angry)
Just don't.

As her sadness starts to turn to anger:

BLACK OUT.

END OF ACT TWO
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